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 “Creating business and economic opportunity through climate 

leadership” 

 

Good morning everyone. I’d like to give you an industry perspective 

on how we pursue opportunity and climate leadership, and I’m going 

to focus on building and defending competitiveness. How can we 

make Australia a better place to do business, even as we pursue 

deeper emissions reductions? 

For many years energy was a source of competitive advantage for 

Australian businesses, helping underpin substantial investment in 

energy-intensive industries like aluminium, steel, chemicals and 

building materials. We had a lot of coal and a lot of gas, extraction 

costs were low and supply was isolated from global markets. For 

much of the last twenty years the climate debate featured a lot of 

caution on energy, lest by acting too fast Australia risked its 

advantage in carbon-intensive energy. 

Times have changed. Our old energy advantage has evaporated, 

largely independent from climate policy. While we should get over 

the scarcity-driven gas price surge of the past year, rising production 

costs and linkage to Asian export markets suggest gas will never be 

cheap in Australia again.  In electricity, high gas prices and retirement 

of old coal have sent prices soaring, and reasonable estimates put 

the cost of new coal generators far above the old fleet. 
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At this point there is a lot of synergy between emissions reduction 

and the pursuit of a new energy advantage. The costs of wind and 

solar energy have fallen far faster than most expected and they 

continue to plunge as technology improves, experience grows and 

financial markets become more comfortable with renewables.  

Australia has tremendous renewable energy resources. For several 

reasons we may not be able to recapture our electricity price 

advantage through coal or gas. But ever cheaper renewables do offer 

the prospect of renewed competitiveness. That will go hand in glove 

with a radical reduction in emissions from the electricity system and 

the expanding range of activities that can efficiently electrify.   

There are real challenges to managing an electricity system with 

much more variable renewables. Affordable sources of flexibility and 

dispatchable capacity are essential, and it is not yet clear what mix of 

technologies will deliver the best solution: 

• upgrades to existing coal plants, which are not flexible now but 

could be; 

• new fast-response gas plants; 

• pumped hydro; 

• demand response;  

• battery storage; or  

• renewables that are more constant, like offshore wind, or more 

dispatchable, like solar thermal. 

Too many solutions is a better challenge to have than too few. It’s 

clear that we can make a cheap, clean and reliable electricity system 

work.  But will we? 

These issues remain difficult for governments and politics to resolve, 

and lack of policy certainty is a very big problem for the investments 

that the energy system needs. It is critical that the current debate 
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over the National Energy Guarantee results in a lasting deal between 

the Commonwealth and the States and the major parties. We are 

confident that the Guarantee can be designed to deliver emissions 

and reliability goals at low cost without damaging competition. The 

challenge will be finding a compromise in COAG between very 

different emissions targets. 

The odds are improved by the sea change that has taken place in 

industry views on energy. The major electricity generators and 

retailers were the first to see the alignment between commercial 

and economic opportunity and clean energy. But increasingly energy 

using industry is seeing the same thing. More and more of Ai Group’s 

energy intensive members are exploring their own clean energy 

options. Some have already signed major offtake agreements with 

large renewables projects, and more are increasing their own 

generation and energy management capacity. These businesses do 

not want to see politics mess up these opportunities to save money.  

They want an outcome. I think at the end of the day that 

governments will listen. 

The energy transition is now tangible and the alignment of 

opportunity and climate leadership is clear. I have to say that if we 

look beyond electricity to industrial emissions we are at a much 

earlier stage of the journey. The technology options to reduce or 

eliminate heavy industry emissions are further from cost-

competitiveness in their own right, though no doubt innovation, 

scale and experience can get costs down here too.   

Leaders like the remarkable Sanjeev Gupta, new owner of the 

Whyalla Steelworks and the rest of Arrium OneSteel, have a vision 

for long term transformation. But people in heavy industry can’t yet 

reach out and touch the solutions that will get emissions way down.  
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The approach is still much more about cautious preservation of 

existing industry and investment.   

The broader case for industrial reinvestment in Australia is not 

straightforward; we have disadvantages on many costs, as well as 

scale and market proximity challenges. On the other hand, the labour 

cost advantages China has enjoyed are diminishing as wages rise and 

skills, automation and innovation count for more. Ai Group believes 

that Australia can realistically aspire to maintain a thriving 

manufacturing sector, including in energy-intensive industries. But 

we are going to have to work hard and step carefully.   

We should be seeking reinvestment and industrial emissions 

reduction. But while electricity will be increasingly renewable, for the 

time being many other forms of industrial emissions reduction are 

either more expensive or require early investments that will take a 

long time to pay off.   

Industry has long said that even as we reduce emissions we should 

ensure we avoid a loss of trade competitiveness that would send 

jobs and investment – and emissions – fleeing overseas. I have to tell 

you that despite the tremendous progress at Paris in 2015 and the 

durability of those commitments in the face of the pending US 

withdrawal, trade risk remains real and worth managing.   

Many major economies have or are building substantial emissions 

policies that cover industry: the EU, South Korea, China and regions 

of Canada and the United States.  But all of these policies include 

measures like free allocation or offsetting tax reductions to ensure 

that trade exposed industries do not lose competitiveness.   

As Australia sorts out energy policy – we hope! – and the emissions 

debate moves to other sectors, we will need to ensure that our 

policies are helping industry make the leap without damaging our 
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competitiveness. I am hopeful that we will do so, and that in ten 

years’ time the alignment of opportunity and emissions leadership is 

as obvious in the industry sector as it is now in electricity. 

 
ENDS 


